Hunting For Animal Homes

Animals need shelter in order to survive, and there are many different types of animal homes! Can you find these different shelters in the word puzzle below?

HINT: Make sure you look backwards and diagonally.

**Word Bank:**
- house
- cave
- kennel
- underground
- nest
- stable
- tunnel
- tree
- hive
- den
- burrow
- web
- barn
- pond
- ocean
- forest
- coop
- sty

---

**Word Puzzle:**

H L E N P X W P O N D B K E Z
F P S A L Z J N U N X Z S E W
Y Q I E B Q Y Q U N B N S T Y
H U R C C B B O H F Q E G N H
H Y Y O E X R C C Q M D O U E
H Z X W Q G T P A O P M P B U
B T F R R N G N Q V I W S N D
S I T E H G B W E T E J L E K
I L D I E L B A T S W H K S H
A N V I F A U H T D U E R T B
U E I X Z O R R L H N O G B W
T U N N E L R E X N P E H Z I
J E A W Z V O E E X E O E Q J
N R A B A S W L S R N N O L F
Y S V N X C T P T T H Q M C R